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USER TASK FOCUS AND GUIDANCE FOR RECURRING REVENUE ASSET MANAGEMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[001] The current application claims priority to U.S. Provisional patent application number 61/905,798, filed on November 18, 2013 entitled "User Task Focus and Guidance for Recurring Revenue Asset Management," the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] The subject matter described herein relates to data processing and management, and more particularly to processing and managing recurring revenue asset information.

BACKGROUND

[003] Management of recurring revenue assets can present a number of challenges that differ in substantial and important ways from the typical focus of the sales staff of a commercial entity. As used herein, a recurring revenue asset can generally refer to one or more of maintenance and/or support agreements for software or hardware, service covered products, service contracts, subscription agreements, warranties, renewables, or the like.

[004] Optimizing revenues obtainable from a commercial entity's recurring revenue assets (e.g. service contracts and other service assets) requires resolving a number of sales challenges that may not be optimally addressed by existing solutions because of differences between renewal sales and new sales (also referred to as "initial sales"). For example, while a typical new sale process involves closing a sale or deal and moving on to a next customer, a recurring revenue relationship is by definition repetitive, and is not efficiently tracked or managed by tools designed to support new sales. In addition, the commercial entity's existing investments in sales personnel, sales processes, and information systems are typically directed to, and are optimized and supported with appropriate technology for, achieving maximum revenue performance in the product or services new sales business, not
the management of recurring revenue streams and the sales activities necessary to ensure that recurring revenue assets are maintained and even increased in value.

SUMMARY

[005] The subject matter described herein includes a number of features that can be included in any feasible combination as part of a recurring revenue management approach. For example, focus categories can be defined that identify particular sales opportunities on which a sales representative should focus. The focus categories can be assigned to individual sales representatives or to groups of sales representatives. A focus category definition includes one or more criteria, parameters, etc. that can be configured such that the focus category applies to a subset of renewal sales opportunities. The focus categories can also include prioritization capabilities, thereby allowing a first user with managerial or supervisory responsibilities for one or more second users with sales responsibilities to designate which of one or more focus categories should be assigned to each of the second users and a priority ranking of the focus categories for the second users. The first user can configure the definition for a focus category, designate a priority ranking for the focus category among a set of focus categories, and assign the focus category to a second user through interactions with a first user interface. A second user interface presented to the second user can reflect these configuration activities by showing assigned focus categories according to the prioritized ranking and by including within the displayed focus categories those opportunities with which the second user is associated and which are included within the focus category according to the configured definition of the focus category. In some variations, selection by the second user of a specific opportunity in the second user interface can result in display of a playbook including stages and sub-stages of the renewal process that can guide the second user through suggested next steps for moving the opportunity toward a successful closing during a target time period. In some further variations, multiple playbooks can be defined for sales opportunities having different characteristics, and the appropriate playbook is selected for a given sales opportunity based on the characteristics of the sales opportunities. In further embodiments, a playbook can include definable and configurable stages and sub-stages for handling of operations associated with an opportunity object in a recurring revenue asset data model or with any other object type in the recurring revenue asset data model.
[006] In one aspect a computer-implemented method includes receiving a prioritization of a focus category applying to a subset of renewal sales opportunities managed by a recurring revenue management system and an assignment of the focus category to a second user of the recurring revenue management system. The prioritization and the assignment are received from a first user of the recurring revenue management system via a first graphical user interface. The method further includes causing a second graphical user interface displayed to the second user to include a focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category and to reflect prioritization of the focus category relative to one or more other focus categories assigned to the second user as well as causing a display in the second graphical user interface of a playbook. The playbook includes stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide the second user through a sequence of suggested actions for moving a renewal sales opportunity of the subset of renewal sales opportunities toward a successful closing during a target time period. The method further includes causing a third graphical user interface displayed to a third user of the recurring revenue management system to which the focus category is not assigned to not include the focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category.

[007] In an interrelated aspect, a computer-implemented method includes comparing attributes of one or more data objects associated with a renewal sales opportunity to one or more defined characteristics for a playbook, selecting the playbook for use with the renewal sales opportunity based on the comparing, causing a graphical user interface displayed to a user to indicate a sequence of one or more suggested future actions to be performed by the user in association with the renewal sales opportunity, detecting a change in the current context of the one or more data object instances, and causing, in response to the detecting of the change in the context, the graphical user interface displayed to the user to reflect at least one different suggested future action. The playbook includes stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide a user through a sequence of suggested next steps for moving the renewal sales opportunity toward a successful closing during a target time period. The sequence of one or more suggested future actions are defined by the playbook based on a current context of one or more data object instances associated with the renewal sales opportunity.

[008] In optional variations, one or more of the following features can be included in any feasible combination. A focus category can include a focus category definition comprising configurable criteria and parameters that determine the subset of renewal sales
opportunities to which the focus category applies. A method can further include tagging a renewal sales opportunity to the focus category such that the renewal sales opportunity remains visible within the focus category even if the renewal sales opportunity no longer fits one or more criteria defined in the focus category definition. The configurable criteria and parameters can include opportunity criteria defining one or more types of renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category and success criteria defining how a completed renewal sales opportunity moves out of the focus category. The prioritization of the focus category can include a prioritized ranking of the focus category relative to a plurality of focus categories available to be displayed to the second user via the second graphical user interface. The second graphical user interface can include a focus category section within which the focus category and one or more other focus categories of the plurality of focus categories are displayed to the second user. The focus category section can display, for each focus category, at least one of a number of renewal sales opportunities in the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities remaining to move out of the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities that have been moved out of the focus category, and a navigation user interface element to allow a drill-down into details on renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category. A focus category and the prioritization of the focus category can be visually displayed to the second user to focus activities of the second user related to renewal sales opportunities, to convey progress on the activities, and to direct navigation to complete the activities. Activities can include one or more of closing opportunities, contacting opportunities, and moving an opportunity sales stage. A method can further include receiving, from the first user via the first graphical user interface, a change to one or more of a focus category definition for the focus category and the assignment of the focus category, and dynamically causing the change to be reflected at the second graphical user interface. The second graphical user interface can include a timing status section that shows a graphical depiction of activities relating to carryover and future renewal sales opportunities targeted to close in a current selling period. The carryover opportunities can include opportunities originally scheduled for a previous selling period that are now targeted to close in the current period, and the future opportunities can include opportunities from one or more upcoming selling periods that are now targeted to close in the current selling period.

[009] Different suggested future actions can be defined by the original playbook. Alternatively, a different suggested future action can be defined by a second playbook, and the method can include selecting the second playbook based on the change in the current
context. The one or more data objects can be part of an asset data model comprising a flexible mechanism for representing complex relationships among assets, organizations, people, and products. The one or more data object instances can include product object instances representing products upon which recurring revenue assets are based, asset object instances representing the recurring revenue assets, opportunity object instances representing opportunities for renewal of the recurring revenue assets, and contact object instances representing contacts relating to one or more other data objects in the asset data model. A playbook can include contextual logic that detects and understands impacts of completed actions in the renewal sales process on the current context of the one or more data object instances, and wherein the at least one different suggested future action is determined based on the contextual logic. A current context can include a state of the one or more data object instances along the sequence of one or more future actions defined in the playbook. Selecting of a playbook can include determining that the playbook has defined characteristics matching the attributes of the one or more data objects.

[0010] Among other possible implementations, computer-implemented methods can include one or more of the functions, processes, operations, or the like performed by computing hardware, which can include computer circuitry, a programmable processor (also referred to as a general purpose processor) executing machine-readable instructions that cause it to perform operations, etc. Distributed computing frameworks, in which multiple programmable processors within a single computing system or in multiple linked computing systems are also consistent with the approaches described herein. Such multiple computing systems can be connected and can exchange data and/or commands or other instructions or the like via one or more connections, including but not limited to a connection over a network (e.g. the Internet, a wireless wide area network, a local area network, a wide area network, a wired network, or the like), via a direct connection between one or more of the multiple computing systems, etc.

[0011] Also consistent with the descriptions provided herein, an article can include a tangibly embodied machine-readable medium operable to cause one or more machines (e.g., computers, etc.) to result in operations implementing one or more of the described features. For example, a non-transitory, machine-readable medium can include, encode, store, or the like instructions (e.g. one or more computer programs) that cause one or more programmable processors to perform one or more of the operations described herein when executed. Similarly, computing systems are also described that may include one or more processors and
one or more memories coupled to the one or more processors and storing such instructions for execution by the one or more processors.

[0012] The details of one or more variations of the subject matter described herein are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features and advantages of the subject matter described herein will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims. While certain features of the currently disclosed subject matter are described for illustrative purposes in relation to recurring revenue asset management approaches or other business software solutions or architectures, it should be readily understood that such features are not necessarily intended to be limiting. The claims that follow this disclosure are intended to define the scope of the protected subject matter.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, show certain aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein and, together with the description, help explain some of the principles associated with the disclosed implementations. In the drawings,

[0014] FIG. 1 through FIG. 10 show user interface screenshot views illustrating example features of the described subject matter;

[0015] FIG. 11 and FIG. 12 show process flow diagrams illustrating aspects of methods having one or more features consistent with implementations of the current subject matter;

[0016] FIG. 13 shows a diagram illustrating examples of data flows in a recurring revenue management framework consistent with implementations of the current subject matter;

[0017] FIG. 14 shows a diagram illustrating example data exchanges between a recurring revenue management system consistent with implementations of the current subject matter and examples of external client systems;

[0018] FIG. 15 shows a diagram illustrating example features of an asset data model consistent with implementations of the current subject matter; and

[0019] FIG. 16 shows an example of a computing landscape having one or more features that can be included in implementations of the current subject matter.
[0020] When practical, similar reference numbers denote similar structures, features, or elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] A consistent approach to managing opportunities, quotes, and bookings activities can be managed through the use of a recurring revenue asset management application, which can be supported by one or more features of an asset data model. The term "opportunities" refers to groupings of one or more renewal offers targeted for execution of a sale to a customer. Offers are individual instances of a recurring revenue asset available for renewal. The groupings of offers in an opportunity can include multiple offer instances for the same customer. In some examples, the offers grouped into an opportunity can all have expiration dates during a sale period (e.g. a month, a quarter, a year, etc.).

[0022] Co-owned and co-pending U.S. patent applications 13/841,681, 13/844,306, and 13/895,276, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference, describe various aspects of a recurring revenue repository capable of supporting a recurring revenue asset data model that represents relationships among recurring revenue assets and organizations, people and products associated with the recurring revenue assets, and the like. FIG. 10, FIG. 11, and FIG. 12, which are discussed in more detail below, explain various data management and system architecture features that can be included in a recurring revenue asset management approach consistent with implementations of the current subject matter. Such features can include, but are not limited to, detailed reports, pipeline dashboards, opportunity details, territory management, and the like. Detailed reports allow sales representatives to proactively identify and address at-risk opportunities, while pipeline dashboards allow managers to view pacing of sales activities by time period and production metrics. Opportunity details can allow viewing of deal progress and logged activities by sales representative, sales operations assistants, managers, and other staff. Territory management allows managers to manage and drive sales representatives' behavior by assigning tasks to opportunities based on existing priorities. Territory can refer to divisions of available opportunities based on one or more factors, which can include but are not limited to geography, customer groupings, subject matter, etc.

[0023] A sales representative, who can be part of a renewal sales team, group, etc., can typically have several opportunities that he or she should be working on in a given sales
period. A sales period can be a quarter, a month, multiple quarters, or any arbitrary period of
time during which sales targets, forecasts, metrics, etc. are made and compared.

[0024] FIG. 1 shows a screenshot view 100 illustrating features of a user interface
that can be included in a recurring revenue asset management application for use by a sales
representative user. A dashboard user interface similar to that shown in FIG. 1 can provide a
sales representative user with information and guidance about tasks and areas of focus that
are emphasized according to a set of parameters. In an example in which the sales
representative user is part of a renewal sales team or otherwise involved in performing
renewal sales tasks, the sales representative user can consult the dashboard user interface to
determine which opportunities he or she should be working on and to assist in focusing
attention on the key tasks of the day, week, etc. As shown in FIG. 1, the dashboard user
interface can include an overview section 102, a pending tasks section 104, a focus categories
section 106, and an opportunities information section 110.

[0025] In the overview section 102, snapshot statistics representative of progress
toward sales targets in the current sales period can be shown along with a summary of status
of the opportunities assigned to the sales representative. The displayed information can relate
to recurring revenue opportunities designated to the sales representative and can include
forecasted revenue for a sales period, which is an estimated or calculated amount of revenue
the user is forecasting to close for the selling period, for example as a function of revenue
realized from opportunities closed in the sales period, remaining open opportunities in the
sales period, etc. The overview section 102 can also display target revenue for the sales
period (e.g. the amount of revenue or number of quotes the sales representative user has been
targeted to close for the selling period) as well as target to date revenue (e.g. the amount of
revenue the user has closed during the selling period up to the current point in time to meet
the target), and closed revenue (e.g. the actual amount of revenue the sales representative user
has closed during the selling period), and the gap (e.g. the difference between closed revenue
and the target to date, which indicates how far behind the sales representative user is on
achieving the target for the sales period. The values displayed in the overview section 102
and elsewhere in the user interface features discussed below can be generated based on a
recurring revenue asset model and data stored in a recurring revenue asset repository.

[0026] The pending tasks section 104 can include a visual depiction of activities that
are pending or that require attention or other interaction from the user. Tasks assigned to the
user that have a dependency on or otherwise require the user to take action can be summarized here. The pending tasks can be grouped using one or more common features, such as for example tasks on hold, bookings on hold, quote request on hold, escalated tasks, escalated bookings, escalated quotes, quotes completed, due today, etc. In general, such tasks will remain on hold until the user completes them. The visual depiction can provide an indication of whether a pending tasks or other action item exists in each grouping and/or how many such tasks or action items require attention. Data from the asset data model can be accessed and processed to generate the proper visual depiction for each grouping. The groupings of pending task or action item reminders can also be configurable such that an administrator, manager, or the like can assign labels for task/items groupings and define one or more criteria for determining how the types of items should be displayed in a pending tasks section 104.

[0027] The focus categories section 106 can include one or more categories of opportunities, and can be useful in helping a sales representative user to determine those opportunities on which he or she should be focusing available resources (e.g. work effort, time, etc.). Focus categories can assist in focusing sales representative user activity related to opportunities, conveying progress on those activities, and directing navigation to complete the activities. Activities can include closing opportunities, contacting opportunities, moving an opportunity sales stage, etc.

[0028] In the example of FIG. 1, five focus categories are displayed: up sell campaign, churn risk, expired win back, not contacted recently, and top deals. As discussed in greater detail below, the focus categories can be fully configurable, and changes to the focus category definitions, assignments, and prioritization can be dynamically reflected at a sales representative's user interface. For each focus category, the focus category section 104 can display at least one of the number of opportunities in the category (e.g. 21 in the "Top Deals" focus category), the value of the opportunities remaining to move out of the category and the value of the opportunities that have been moved out of the category (which can be shown using a bar chart or other graphic, numerical values, etc.), and/or a navigation user interface element to allow a drill-down into details on opportunities contained in the category.

[0029] The total opportunities section 110 can include a count of opportunities and/or a total revenue value for the opportunities and can link to a different drill-down display as
shown in the screenshot view 200 of FIG. 2. Total opportunities refers to information and navigation related to all opportunities assigned to the user. Opportunities can be displayed in a sales stage section 202 grouped by the current sales stage of each opportunity (e.g. quote requested, quote delivered, closed sale, no service, not contacted, contacted, etc.) to show the number of opportunities in each sales stage and the value of the opportunities assigned to that sales stage. A user can navigate to all opportunities currently within a specific sales stage by clicking on the sales stage name or on some other user interface navigation element. An "opportunities by period" (e.g. week, month, etc.) section 204 can display information on opportunities reflecting a current sales stage and a temporal component (e.g. on a weekly basis for the selling period). Each stage can be displayed in the chart using a unique color so the user can see if opportunities exist in a sales stage that is inconsistent with its timeframe. For example, an opportunity in a past week having the sales stage "Not Contacted" might be of particular interest as a high priority item for the sales representative user to address. The graphics representing each week (or other period) can include navigation links to provide access to the opportunities assigned to the week.

[0030] A timing status section 206 can include a graphical depiction of activities relating to carryover and future opportunities, in other words, opportunities targeted to close during the current the selling period with an expiration date outside the selling period (such as previous or next quarter). Carryover opportunities are those originally scheduled for a previous selling period that are now targeted to close in the current period. Future opportunities are those opportunities from upcoming sales period that are now targeted to close in the current sales period. As with the other display elements, the elements in the timing status section 206 can also include navigation links to allow drill down to additional information on the represented opportunities.

[0031] FIG. 3 shows a screenshot view 300 illustrating features of a drill-down screen reachable by selection of one of the focus categories in the focus category section 106 of the dashboard shown in FIG. 1. The drill down can include a list of opportunities that fit within the focus category. Each opportunity can include further detail regarding that opportunity as well as navigation links to allow the sales representative user to access additional information, task screens, etc. related to that opportunity.

[0032] The screenshot view 400 of FIG. 4 shows features of an activity screen that can be presented to a sales representative user as part of a guided sales process management
interface. The activity stream 402 on the left side of the screen can show a running feed of actions performed by team members. This can serve as way to rapidly convey outcome information on opportunities across the sales team. To the right of the activity stream display 402 in FIG. 4, a playbook section 404 can include configurable, recommended next best actions that are contextually related to an opportunity sales stage. Based on the opportunity sales stage, the playbook section can display completed actions, future actions to be completed, and suggested options for next actions to take in moving an opportunity to a successful close in a timely manner, and can also include content items (e.g. instructional videos or documents, call scripts, sales reminders or tips, etc.) accessible to the sales representative user via navigation links or the like. The activities presented in the playbook section can be contextually matched to the current sales stage. For example, contextual logic built into or otherwise associated with a playbook can detect and understand the context of actions that have been completed in a renewal sales process, upcoming actions that need to be completed, people or roles responsible for the upcoming actions, etc. Activities can also be configured to work with other information related to the opportunity, and can access multiple data objects in a recurring revenue asset data model. A playbook can include a series of stages, one or more of which can include sub-stages, and can be thought of as a series of best practice activities and sub-activities defined to guide a user through a sales process (or other process) in an optimized manner. The guidance and suggested next activities can be dynamically modified by the playbook based on context derived from one or more data objects in a recurring revenue asset data model that are participating in the playbook. Playbooks need not apply only to opportunity handling, but can also define a series of activities (e.g. stages and sub-stages) related to other processes, such as for example data intake (e.g. from external data sources or the like), data verification, etc.

[0033] A playbook can be general purpose and can apply across multiple data objects in a recurring revenue asset data model (an example of which is described in more detail below) with sub recipes for each data object that "participates" in the playbook. When applying a playbook, one or more attributes on a participating object or participating objects can be used to determine which is the correct playbook to apply.

[0034] As an illustrative example of operation of a playbook, a playbook can be defined for a strategic account in a particular sales period (e.g. Q4 of 2013 or any arbitrary year). A data analyst (which can be a defined role within the recurring revenue asset management application) can be associated with (e.g. have responsibility for) performing a
series of activities (e.g. Activity A, Activity B, Activity C) for some assets as defined in the playbook. The assets can be associated with respective asset data objects in the data model. Next in the playbook, a sales manager (e.g. another defined role) can be associated with one or more activities (e.g. Activity D, Activity E) defined in the playbook to be performed for opportunities generated from the assets worked on by the data analyst. These opportunities can be associated with respective opportunity data objects in the data model. Next in the playbook, a sales representative (e.g. another defined role) can work on the generated opportunities and therefore be associated with a set of activities (e.g. Activity F, Activity G) defined in the playbook. An operations associate (e.g. another defined role) can then perform processing of quotes and bookings (e.g. Activity H) associated with those opportunities. The quotes and billing can be associated with respective quote and billing objects in the data model.

[0035] The guidance provided by a playbook can adjust based on the context of completed activities and the attributes of the object or objects to which the playbook applies. For example, a playbook for an opportunity might be defined as a "120 days in advance normal sales cycle" playbook. At 30 days (or some other trigger time) from the expiration of the opportunity, the playbook can detect that insufficient progress (e.g. relative to some defined progress metric) has been taken. In response, the original playbook can invoke a different playbook with a different set of activities. Alternatively, the original playbook can include contingency logic that triggers the required different activities necessary to optimize the potential for successfully closing the opportunity despite the imminent expiration of the asset up for renewal.

[0036] In some implementations of the current subject matter, playbooks can be analyzed for success. In other words, one or more success metrics can be calculated for opportunities or types of opportunities handled using a playbook. As an illustrative example, a resolution rate for opportunities handled using the playbook can be compared to a resolution rate on similar opportunities including opportunities not handled using the playbook. In another example, another playbook applied to one or more types of assets can be determined to have resulted in an average data quality metric. This can be compared to a second average data quality metric including assets not handled using the playbook.

[0037] Consistent with some implementations of the current subject matter, focus categories can be used to group types of opportunities. This grouping of opportunities can be
used to apply one or more relevant types of playbook. For example, a customer satisfaction focus category can have a defined customer satisfaction playbook, while a strategic customer category can have a strategic customer playbook. Playbooks can also be more or less narrowly defined than at the focus category level. For example, a playbook can be invoked based on any set of criteria relevant to the opportunity, and these criteria can optionally be applied against attributes of various data objects in the recurring revenue asset data model that relate to an opportunity (or to other types of scenarios to which playbooks can be applied).

A playbook can be configurable, for example by a sales manager, data analyst, administrator, or the like. As noted above, a playbook can define the activities and sub-activities for a given data object (e.g. opportunity, etc.) as a "recipe" or series of activities, recommendations, suggestions, guidance, etc. for the user. When creating or defining a playbook, a sales manager or other authorized user can define or access a playbook name and define main organization components of the playbook. For example, a playbook for an opportunity object can include the sales stages as its main organization components. The sales manager can determine the appropriate sales stages to include and also decide whether one or more standard stages should be omitted. As an example, a "Pre-quote" might display the following sales stages: quote completed, quote delivered, customer commitment, PO received, and closed, while a "Value" playbook might display the following sales stages: not contacted, contacted, quote requested, quote completed, quote delivered, customer commitment, PO received, and closed.

When defining a playbook, the sales manager can also identify the characteristics of the opportunities with which that particular playbook is associated. For example, as discussed above, one or more attributes of data objects associated with an opportunity can be applied against characteristics defined for one or more available playbook. A playbook having defined characteristics matching the attributes of the data objects associated with the opportunity can be applied to that opportunity.

The organization components of a playbook can include the sales stages of the associated opportunity object. Sub-components of a playbook can include text, attachments (e.g., .pdf, .xls, .ppt, video, etc.), hyperlinks, visual features to indicate a completion stage of the various activities and sub-activities, context, etc. Context refers to identifying the state of an object, such as for example an opportunity object, along the sequence of activities and
sub-activities outlined in the playbook and display the next activities based on that context, etc. A playbook can be applied to any object in the system or combination of objects in the system. Playbooks can be used in conjunction with a variety of objects in an asset data model, such as for example opportunities, quotes, bookings, assets, customer records, etc.

[0041] Playbooks can be assigned such that one default playbook is displayed per object per each tenant of a multi-tenant (e.g. "software as a service" or cloud-based) software offering supporting a number of customers.

[0042] FIG. 5 shows screenshot view 500 illustrating features of a dashboard or overview screen tailored to a manager user (e.g. someone with supervisory responsibility for a team of one or more sales representative users). The screen can display one or more sales performance graphics 502 showing closed, target, and forecast results based on a current sales status of opportunities assigned to members of the manager user's sales team.

[0043] A manager can also have access to a sales administration screen, for example through a toolbar 506 displayed on user interface screens. The sales administration screen, an example of which is shown in the screenshot view 600 of FIG. 6, can enable the manager to perform various administrative tasks relating to focus categories and/or playbooks. In FIG. 6, the focus categories are displayed. The manager can drag and drop these focus category icons to rearrange an order in which the focus categories are prioritized. Other approaches to re-ordering the focus categories (e.g. a pull-down menu, numerical ranking entry fields, etc.) are also within the scope of this disclosure. When the focus categories are re-ordered via a sales administration screen, the changed priorities are pushed out to sales representative user members of the manager's sales team. This re-ordering can optionally be reflected at a next screen refresh performed by the sales representative users. As with the sales representative user focus category view shown in the focus category section 106 of FIG. 1, the sales administration focus category representation can also include a count of opportunities in each category as well as revenue from closed opportunities in the sales period and a target to date revenue value for the sales period.

[0044] A manager can also define focus categories. This can be accomplished by defining a focus category name, one or more sales representative users to whom the focus category applies, one or more search criteria or parameters for defining which opportunities are included within the focus category, one or more success criteria to define how an opportunity can move from one state in a focus category to another, etc. Assignment of sales
representative users to focus categories can also be changed, as can the search criteria for determining which opportunities are included within the focus category and how an opportunity moves between states in the focus category. Consistent with implementations of the current subject matter, focus categories can be readily administered by non-technical users, such as a manager or sales administrator.

[0045] FIG. 7 shows a screenshot view 700 of a user interface screen via which a manager or other administrative user can add or edit a focus category. Opportunity criteria 702 can optionally be defined in a graphical manner, with criteria being added or deleted by respective controls. Values for the opportunity criteria can be set by a slider control 802 as shown in the screenshot view 800 of FIG. 8 or by other approaches (e.g., numerical entry, scroll wheels, etc.). Opportunity criteria define the types of opportunities contained in the focus category, such as for example Opportunities in sales stage "Quote Requested" where Amount is greater than $30,000." Success criteria define the criteria by which an opportunity moves out of the category. For example, Opportunities in Sales stage "Quote Delivered" where Amount is greater than $30,000. Success criteria 704 can be added, deleted, edited, etc. in a similar manner to opportunity criteria.

[0046] The focus category administration screen can display how many reps are assigned to each category and a description on what the category is used for. For example, an assignment control 706 can allow the manager to choose one or more sales representative users to be assigned to the focus category. Those sales representative users who are assigned to a focus category will be able to view the focus category in their focus category section 106. Other sales representative users who are not assigned to the focus category will not have it visible in the focus category section 106. In some examples, it can be advantageous to allow tagging of opportunities to a given focus category once they have been initially placed there given that an opportunity may move out of an initial criteria range for various reasons.

[0047] An example focus category definition can include: "top deals over $25K" (or some other value) per sales rep for this selling period, the value can serve as a filter criteria while success criteria can include count and revenue amount of the closed opportunities. Another example of a focus category, can be "deals under $5k in a sales stage of Not Contacted" (this is the filter criteria). Success criteria for this focus category can be count and amount of those that have moved a sales stage this week (or other period). Still another
example of a focus category is "deals that have not been touched in the last 2 weeks". Search criteria can include "last modified date" while success criteria can include count and amount of those that have an activity logged against them or those opportunities that have a new note posted to them or possibly the last modified date has changed that week. Other focus category examples can include "deals with follow up tasks" (search criteria can be count and amount of specific deals while success criteria can include count and amount of those where the specific follow up task was completed that week), "deals to be quoted" (search criteria can include count and amount of specific deals, which be tagged by the manager or use some criteria like expiration date and amount, and success criteria can include count and amount of those that move to quote completed or delivered stages).

[0048]  Allowing definition, configuration, assignment, and prioritization of a set of focus categories can allow a manager to quickly and dynamically update instructions to his or her sales representative users by setting and distributing organizational priorities for the sales representative team without requiring in person meetings or the like. Additionally, because the updated prioritization and assignment is quickly pushed to the same user interface with which the sales representative user interacts in conducting day to day activities, implementation of new priorities or target task can occur quickly and seamlessly. The sales administration screen can also allow the manager to "ghost" or otherwise see what the sales representative user would see on his or her screen. The ability to make focus category assignments per sales representative user or group of sales representative users can allow the manager to see and make changes territory by territory, sales representative by sales representative, time window by time window, within time windows, etc.

[0049]  In further implementations of the current subject matter, focus categories can apply to data object other than those corresponding to opportunities. For example, a focus category can be configured (e.g. defined, added, edited, etc.) to apply to other data objects that allow sales and enablement supervisors better manage their teams. An enablement supervisor can use focus categories to prioritize a subset of tasks, such as quotes and bookings requests.

[0050]  A sales operations manager can also be provided access to a focus categories setup screen that allows for the configuration of these items as shown in the screenshot 900 of FIG. 9. FIG. 10 shows a screenshot 1000 illustrating features of a sales operations
representative dashboard that displays these focus categories as well as to do tasks/items, and the like.

[0051] FIG. 11 shows a process flow chart illustrating example features that can be included in a method consistent with implementations of the current subject matter. At 1102, a computing system receives from a first user, via a first graphical user interface, a prioritization of a focus category and an assignment of the focus category to a second user. The first user can also optionally modify or create a focus category definition that applies to a subset of renewal sales opportunities managed by a recurring revenue asset management application and includes one or more configurable criteria, parameters, etc. defining those opportunities that are within the subset.

[0052] At 1104, the computing system can cause a second graphical user interface displayed to the second user to include a focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category and to reflect the prioritization of the focus category relative to one or more other focus categories assigned to the second user, for example by positioning of the focus category user interface element relative to other focus category user interface elements corresponding to the one or more other focus categories. The focus category user interface element can include a visual indication of a status of opportunities in the subset of opportunities that fit the focus category definition. Optionally, the status can include those opportunities in the subset with which the second user is associated (e.g. has sales responsibility). Alternatively or in addition, the status can include all opportunities in the subset, all opportunities in the subset with which other members of the second user's sales team are associated, etc.

[0053] At 1106, upon detection by the computing system of a selection by the second user of a navigation element in the focus category user interface element, the computing causes display in the second graphical user interface of a playbook including stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide the second user through suggested next steps for moving an opportunity in the subset of opportunities toward a successful closing during a target time period.

[0054] At 1110, the computing system can cause a third graphical user interface displayed to a third user to which the focus category is not assigned to not include the focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category.
FIG. 12 shows a process flow chart illustrating example features that can be included in a method consistent with implementations of the current subject matter. At 1202, a computing system compares attributes of one or more data objects associated with an opportunity (e.g. a renewal sales opportunity) to a set of defined characteristics for a playbook. The playbook includes a configurable set of actions to be performed by one or more users to bring the opportunity to a successful resolution.

At 1204, the computing system causes a graphical user interface displayed to a user of the one or more users to indicate a suggested future action (or suggested future actions) to be performed by the user in association with the opportunity.

At 1206, the computing system detects a change in context of the one or more data objects associated with the opportunity and, in response, at 1210 cause the graphical user interface displayed to the user to reflect at least one different suggested future action. The change in context that triggers the change in the at least one suggested future action can be a defined characteristic of the playbook. The different suggested future action or actions can also be included within the playbook, or alternatively in another playbook that is invoked upon the detecting of the triggering change in context. Changes in context can include any attribute of any of the associated data objects, such as for example a change in sales stage, a time to expiration, an associated revenue amount, a change in prioritization of the opportunity caused by rearrangement of an focus category to which the opportunity is associated, etc.

FIG. 13 shows a diagram 1300 showing examples of data flows occurring in a recurring revenue management system consistent with implementations of the current subject matter. As shown in FIG. 13, multiple data sources can contribute data that are included within an asset data model, which can include recurring revenue assets information in a recurring revenue assets repository 1302, opportunity and/or offer information in an opportunities repository 1304, quotation information in a quotations repository 1306, bookings information in a bookings repository 1310, contacts information in a contacts repository 1312, and the like. It should be noted that while various repositories in FIG. 13 are depicted as physically separate from one another, any data storage configuration and arrangement of one or more repositories is within the scope of the current subject matter. For example, all or some of the repositories 1302, 1304, 1306, 1310, 1312 in FIG. 13 can be included within a single repository structure, which can be hosted at a single storage facility or alternatively in distributed storage (e.g. in the "cloud").
[0059] Referring again to FIG. 13, the recurring revenue assets repository 1302 can include information about instances of covered assets (e.g. products such as physical items or software licenses, etc. that can be sold by a commercial entity to one or more customers of the commercial entity, which are also referred to herein as covered assets) that have been sold. These covered assets form the basis for recurring revenue assets because they constitute an existing instance of a seller-purchaser relationship between the commercial entity and the customer who purchased the covered assets. The recurring revenue assets (service assets) themselves can include, among other assets, service contracts, warranties, maintenance agreements, and the like sold by the commercial entity to the customer in association with or to provide an ongoing service arrangement for the covered assets.

[0060] Because it relates to an existing and ongoing relationship with the customer, the information about products and their associated recurring revenue assets that is contained in the recurring revenue assets repository 1302 can be used to generate one or more opportunities for renewal of an existing recurring revenue asset (to thereby maintain the recurring revenue stream) and in some cases to increase the value of the recurring revenue asset (for example by selling a higher value agreement, service contract, etc. to the customer). Opportunities can be collected in the opportunity repository 1304.

[0061] Once acted upon by sales staff who make contact with appropriate decision makers at the customer, opportunities can be moved into a quotation stage during which quotations related to renewals, increases, etc. of existing recurring revenue assets can be generated. Quotations, which include a transaction offer for a set of offers included in an opportunity, can be stored in the quotation repository 1306. As a quotation is transitioned to a deal being closed, a booking, which refers to a set of offers accepted by a customer, can be generated and stored in a bookings repository 1310. Resolution of a booking results in generation of a new recurring revenue asset, which can be retained in the recurring revenue asset repository 1302 for use in generating future offers and opportunities. For example, when a resolved service contract or the like approaches its next expiration, a new offer for renewal of that service contract can be generated and optionally grouped with other offers for the same customer with similarly timed expiration dates into a new opportunity. Additional data that impact the generation of opportunities and execution of those opportunities includes contact information for the decision makers and other important contacts (e.g. individuals and companies involved in the sales process) with whom sales staff need to communicate. This contact information can be stored in the contacts repository 1312.
[0062] Efficient and structured assembly of the information contained in the repositories 1302, 1304, 1306, 1310, 1312 depicted in FIG. 13 can be an important aspect of a recurring revenue management approach consistent with implementations of the current subject matter. However, much of this information is typically contained (or at least originates) in other data management systems (referred to herein as external client systems 1314) than the recurring revenue management system, as discussed in greater detail below in reference to FIG. 14. The term "client" is used herein to refer to a commercial entity that employs features or functions of a recurring revenue management system provided or supported by a recurring revenue management vendor or service provider. Effectively, as used herein, the client is a commercial entity that is a customer of the recurring revenue management vendor or service provider. The client commercial entity in turn has customers to whom the client has sold and/or wishes to sell or renew recurring revenue assets such as those described elsewhere herein. A customer of a client commercial entity typically has an installed base of products, for which the customer can purchase various service agreements, contracts, etc. In effect, the products in the installed base of products can be considered as covered assets for which the commercial entity can sell to the customer one or more service contracts, agreements, etc. From the perspective of the client commercial entity, these service contracts, agreements, etc. can be considered to be service assets or recurring revenue assets.

[0063] A recurring revenue management approach consistent with implementations of the current subject matter can be configurable for the storage, retrieval, searching, and analysis of a wide range of recurring revenue information. Data relating to service assets or other recurring revenue assets, referred to herein as "recurring revenue data," can include information pertaining to what a commercial entity has sold, such as for example services, products for which related services can be sold, etc. (e.g. the covered assets). Recurring revenue data can also include information about the purchasers, users, locations of use, modes of use, etc. of such services, serviceable products, etc. In other words, the recurring revenue data can include information about what recurring revenue assets an entity has, who the customers and users of the recurring revenue assets are, and where and how the recurring revenue assets are being used. Recurring revenue data can further include metrics relating to satisfaction of the customer or user of the recurring revenue asset, as well as information relating to potential opportunities for services contract sales (e.g. for serviceable products soon to come off warranty, etc.), and the like.
The recurring revenue management system can import diverse information, and of various formats, from external client systems 1314 into a common asset data model. The asset data model can facilitate a wide range of recurring revenue management capabilities, and can provide automated assistance for entity resolution (resolving external entities to pre-existing entities in the system). The recurring revenue management system can also optionally maintain provenance information for all information loaded into the system (e.g. all recurring revenue data from each of the one or more data sources) to be able to discern information origin.

As noted above in reference to FIG. 13, a recurring revenue management system consistent with implementations of the current subject matter can receive and assign a usable structure to information obtained from a variety of external clients systems 1314. FIG. 14 shows a diagram 1400 illustrating potential sources of data or other information that can be acquired by or received at a recurring revenue management system 1402. Among other possible data sources, the external client systems 1314 referenced in FIG. 13 can include one or more of an entitlement system 1404, an order management system 1406, a pricing system 1410, a product master database 1412, a sales force automation system 1414, a customer master database 1416, a contract management system 1420, user adoption and usage data sources 1422, a customer service database 1424, and the like. It will be understood that the individual external client systems shown in FIG. 14 can, in some implementations of the current subject matter, be provided by one or more systems that support features of more than one such external client system 1314. For example, external client systems can include customer relationship management (CRM) systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, business intelligence (BI) systems, calendar and contact systems or databases, customer service systems, inventory systems, accounts receivable systems, sources of customer usage and engagement information, and the like. In general, a commercial entity acquires these various systems, databases, and the like from more than one different software or computing system provider, each of which typically uses distinct or proprietary database structures, data formats, report configurations, application programming interfaces (APIs), and the like that are optimized for the specific tasks to be performed by its product. Assembly of information from a group of data sources with multiple, potentially disparate database structures and data formats can present a challenge for any system that seeks to collect such information, present it in a usable format, support detailed analytics based on the data, etc. Further challenges can be presented by the need to authenticate
potentially conflicting information received from more than one source. Additionally, information collected in a recurring revenue management system consistent with implementations of the current subject matter is typically not static. Rather, users interacting with the system are likely to update or correct the information based on communications with contacts, etc. Execution of tasks depicted in FIG. 14 can also alter the "correct" version of some of the information received into the recurring revenue management system.

[0066] An approach to this problem typically involves receipt of the data at the recipient system from a source system, creation of customized mappings (or application of pre-created mappings) between data structures of each source system and the data structures of the recipient system, and transformation of the data from the source system data structures to the recipient system data structures according to the mappings. Subsequent to import of data from the data sources but prior to making the imported data available for productive use by end users at the recipient system, one or more quality control operations generally occur to ensure consistency of the imported data; to identify duplicate and potentially conflicting records; and to alert one or more users with appropriate permissions levels to the presence of any errors, partial imports, missing data, or the like. For export of data from the recipient system back to the source system, a similar process can be undertaken, with the mapping being performed in reverse.

[0067] For an active recurring revenue management system, particularly one supporting recurring revenue asset management for a large commercial entity with a sizable sales staff, a large number of recurring revenue assets, and a complicated information landscape in which multiple systems maintain data records relevant to support of recurring revenue management activities, a quality control process that interrupts productive use of the system subsequent to a data import is not desirable. For example, in a large enterprise with multiple data streams, quality control could be quite time consuming. Additionally, in the interest of having the most current information available for use by the recurring revenue management system, frequent data imports can be advantageous. However, if each such import were to require substantial downtime for the import and transformation processes to complete and quality assurance routines to execute, usability of features supported by the recurring revenue management system would be negatively impacted.

[0068] A recurring revenue management approach consistent with implementations of the current subject matter can include synchronization and integration of data with a
variety of disparate external client systems. For example a recurring revenue management system can access data records and formatted data from systems such as entitlement systems, order management systems, customer master systems, product master systems, and service delivery systems. The data from these external client systems is usually not static. Accordingly, it is advantageous for the recurring revenue management system to be able to receive data feeds from such systems at a high throughput rate. Furthermore, the received data is usable either upon receipt at the recurring revenue management system or at least within a very short processing time.

[0069] FIG. 15 illustrates features of an asset data model 1500 that can include interrelated data objects 1501 that support the recurring revenue management features and functions described elsewhere herein. The recurring revenue management system 1502 can support an asset data model 1500 as a flexible mechanism for representing complex relationships among assets, organizations, people, and products, and on which a number of analytics and business intelligence processes can be executed. The recurring revenue management system can provide one or more application programming interfaces (APIs) or other standardized interface to access service renewal assets in the recurring revenue repository, and the recurring revenue repository information model used by the repository provides a uniform means of analyzing, searching, and manipulating recurring revenue data.

[0070] Consistent with implementations of the current subject matter, a recurring revenue management system 1402 and an included asset data model 1500 can include product data objects 1502, recurring revenue asset data objects 1504, opportunity data objects 1506, and contact data objects 1510. Product data objects 1502 represent products (e.g. covered assets), which as noted above in reference to FIG. 13, can include items sold to customers and can be considered as part of the customer’s installed base of covered assets. A framework of data objects 1501 can include a set of common relationships related to recurring revenue management, these relationships can include product relationships 1512, asset relationships 1514, opportunity relationships 1516, and contact relationships 1520. Products can provide the basis for a recurring revenue assets represented by instances of asset data objects 1504 via one or more product relationships 1512 between a product represented by a product data object 1502 and the instances of an asset data object 1504 representing the recurring revenue asset or assets. Product relationships 1512 can also optionally exist between product represented by a product data object 1502 and one or more of recurring revenue assets represented by instances of asset data objects 1504, opportunities represented
by instances of opportunity data objects 1506, contacts represented by instances of contact objects 1510, other products represented by other instances of a product data object 1502, etc.

[0071] Further with reference to FIG. 15, asset relationships 1514 can exist between a recurring revenue asset represented by an instance of an asset data object 1504 and one or more of a product represented by an instance of a product data object 1502, a contact represented by an instance of a contact data object 1510 (e.g. a person, organization, etc. relevant to a recurring revenue asset), an opportunity represented by an instance of an opportunity data object 1506 (e.g. a bundle of offers relating to renewal of existing recurring revenue streams and/or to establishment of new or increased value recurring revenue streams), another recurring revenue asset represented by another instance of an asset data object 1504, etc.

[0072] Opportunity relationships can exist between an opportunity represented by an instance of an opportunity data object 1506 and one or more of a specific recurring revenue asset represented by an instance of an asset data objects 1504, a product represented by an instance of a product data object 1502 underlying the recurring revenue asset(s), a contact represented by another instance of a contact data objects 1510, another opportunity represented an instance of an opportunity data object 1506, etc. Contact relationships can exist between a contact represented by an instance of a contact data object 1510 and one or more of a recurring revenue asset represented by an instance of an asset data object 1504 (for example based on communications relating to an initial sale of a recurring revenue asset 1504 and/or to one or more renewals of the recurring revenue asset 1504), a product represented by an instance of a product data object 1502 underlying the recurring revenue asset(s), an opportunity represented by an instance of an opportunity data object 1506, another contact represented by another instance of a contact data object 1510, etc.

[0073] The data objects 1308 discussed above can optionally also be extendible, for example through customer-specific extensions fields. Additional custom objects can be added to a customer's configuration. In addition, the set of base relationships can be extended to match specific requirements of the commercial entity using the recurring revenue management system 1402. Relationships between an instance of the product data object 1502, the asset data object 1504, the opportunity data object, and the contact data object can be established based on one or more of the data received from the incoming data streams, existing data in the recurring revenue management system 1402, user input, and the like. The
instances of the data objects 1501 and the defined relationships between these instances together make up the asset data model 1500.

[0074] An asset data model 1500 such as that described herein can provide a useful vehicle for exploring and understanding relationships that exist among product objects, asset objects, organization objects, contact objects, and opportunity objects. Many of these relationships are directly derived from information that exists in source client systems, while others require inference on the part of the system, others are generated by the system as part of object generation, others are created as a side effect of system actions, and still others are constructed as a result of actions by system users. In an illustrative but not limiting example of an inference approach to generation of the relationships between objects, a relationship inference includes exploitation of transitivity (e.g. if a relates to b, and b relates to c, a relationship can be instantiated between a to c), and an automated instantiation of inverse relationships (if a relates to b, then there exists an inverse relationship from b to a).

[0075] Through the asset data model 1500, a clearer view can be presented to users (e.g. sales staff, sales support staff, managers, executives, etc.) of the installed base of products, services, etc. that have been previously sold to customers of the commercial entity and that provide the foundation for new and renewal sales of recurring revenue assets. As discussed elsewhere herein, the clearer view can be presented to users via one or more user interface displays, computer-generated interfaces, or the like. Management of this installed base using an asset data model 1500 can improve accuracy and insight into the customer base and enable leveraging of this installed base data to maximize recurring revenue streams. Increased sales can be achieved through improved quote accuracy, consolidation, identification of cross-sell and up-sell opportunities, better handling of renewal contacts and processes, and the like. Service delivery efficiency and customer satisfaction can be increased through improved entitlement, shipping, and staffing resource planning. Prediction of customer behavior can also improve, which can facilitate optimization of sales staff activities.

[0076] FIG. 16 shows a diagram of a computing landscape consistent with one or more implementations of the current subject matter. A computing system 1602 can perform operations, execute code, or otherwise implement a recurring revenue management system 1402. The recurring revenue management system 1402, which can include a asset data model 1500, provides one or more features as discussed above. The computing system 1602
can be accessed by one or more remote machines 1608, for example via a direct connection, a local terminal, or over a network 2010 (e.g. a local area network, a wide area network, a wireless network, the Internet, or the like). External client systems 1314 can also be accessed via direct connections and/or over the same network 1610 or one or more other networks. The asset data model 1500 and recurring revenue management system 1402 can be in contact with one or more repositories 1616, again either via direct connection and/or over the same network 1610 or one or more other networks. Aspects of the current subject matter can also be provided via a multi-tenant environment, in which data records, etc. of multiple client organizations are retained on a common repository or set of repositories while being isolated from access except by the owner of the specific data records, etc.

[0077] One or more aspects or features of the subject matter described herein can be realized in digital electronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) computer hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations thereof. These various aspects or features can include implementation in one or more computer programs that are executable and/or interpretable on a programmable system including at least one programmable processor, which can be special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device. The programmable system or computing system may include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

[0078] These computer programs, which can also be referred to programs, software, software applications, applications, components, or code, include machine instructions for a programmable processor, and can be implemented in a high-level procedural language, an object-oriented programming language, a functional programming language, a logical programming language, and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the term "machine-readable medium" refers to any computer program product, apparatus and/or device, such as for example magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, and Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), used to provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor, including a machine-readable medium that receives machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term "machine-readable signal" refers to any signal used to
provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor. The machine-readable medium can store such machine instructions non-transitorily, such as for example as would a non-transient solid-state memory or a magnetic hard drive or any equivalent storage medium. The machine-readable medium can alternatively or additionally store such machine instructions in a transient manner, such as for example as would a processor cache or other random access memory associated with one or more physical processor cores.

[0079] To provide for interaction with a user, one or more aspects or features of the subject matter described herein can be implemented on a computer having a display device, such as for example a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a light emitting diode (LED) monitor for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, such as for example a mouse or a trackball, by which the user may provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well. For example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, such as for example visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user may be received in any form, including, but not limited to, acoustic, speech, or tactile input. Other possible input devices include, but are not limited to, touch screens or other touch-sensitive devices such as single or multi-point resistive or capacitive trackpads, voice recognition hardware and software, optical scanners, optical pointers, digital image capture devices and associated interpretation software, and the like.

[0080] The subject matter described herein can be embodied in systems, apparatus, methods, and/or articles depending on the desired configuration. The implementations set forth in the foregoing description do not represent all implementations consistent with the subject matter described herein. Instead, they are merely some examples consistent with aspects related to the described subject matter. Although a few variations have been described in detail above, other modifications or additions are possible. In particular, further features and/or variations can be provided in addition to those set forth herein. For example, the implementations described above can be directed to various combinations and subcombinations of the disclosed features and/or combinations and subcombinations of several further features disclosed above. In addition, the logic flows depicted in the accompanying figures and/or described herein do not necessarily require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. Other implementations may be within the scope of the following claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium storing instructions that, when executed by one or more programmable processors, cause the one or more programmable processors to perform operations comprising:

   receiving, from a first user of a recurring revenue management system via a first graphical user interface, a prioritization of a focus category applying to a subset of renewal sales opportunities managed by the recurring revenue management system and an assignment of the focus category to a second user of the recurring revenue management system;

   causing a second graphical user interface displayed to the second user to comprise a focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category and to reflect prioritization of the focus category relative to one or more other focus categories assigned to the second user;

   causing a display in the second graphical user interface of a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide the second user through a sequence of suggested actions for moving a renewal sales opportunity of the subset of renewal sales opportunities toward a successful closing during a target time period; and

   causing a third graphical user interface displayed to a third user of the recurring revenue management system to which the focus category is not assigned to not include the focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category.

2. A computer program product as in claim 1, wherein the focus category comprises a focus category definition comprising configurable criteria and parameters that determine the subset of renewal sales opportunities to which the focus category applies.

3. A computer program product as in claim 2, wherein the operations further comprise:

   tagging a renewal sales opportunity to the focus category such that the renewal sales opportunity remains visible within the focus category even if the renewal sales opportunity no longer fits one or more criteria defined in the focus category definition.
4. A computer program product as in any of claims 2 to 3, wherein the configurable criteria and parameters comprise opportunity criteria defining one or more types of renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category, and success criteria defining how a completed renewal sales opportunity moves out of the focus category.

5. A computer program product as in any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the prioritization of the focus category comprises a prioritized ranking of the focus category relative to a plurality of focus categories available to be displayed to the second user via the second graphical user interface.

6. A computer program product as in any of claims 1 to 5, wherein the second graphical user interface comprises a focus category section within which the focus category and one or more other focus categories of the plurality of focus categories are displayed to the second user, the focus category section displaying, for each focus category, at least one of a number of renewal sales opportunities in the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities remaining to move out of the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities that have been moved out of the focus category, and a navigation user interface element to allow a drill-down into details on renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category.

7. A computer program product as in any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the focus category and the prioritization of the focus category, are visually displayed to the second user to focus activities of the second user related to renewal sales opportunities, to convey progress on the activities, and to direct navigation to complete the activities.

8. A computer program product as in claim 7, wherein the activities comprise one or more of closing opportunities, contacting opportunities, and moving an opportunity sales stage.

9. A computer program product as in any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the operations further comprise:

   receiving, from the first user via the first graphical user interface, a change to one or more of a focus category definition for the focus category, the assignment of the focus category; and

   dynamically causing the change to be reflected at the second graphical user interface.
10. A computer program product as in any of claims 1 to 9, wherein the second graphical user interface further comprises a timing status section, the timing status section comprising a graphical depiction of activities relating to carryover and future renewal sales opportunities targeted to close in a current selling period, the carryover opportunities comprising opportunities originally scheduled for a previous selling period that are now targeted to close in the current period, the future opportunities comprising opportunities from one or more upcoming selling periods that are now targeted to close in the current selling period.

11. A computer-implemented method comprising:

receiving, from a first user of a recurring revenue management system via a first graphical user interface, a prioritization of a focus category applying to a subset of renewal sales opportunities managed by the recurring revenue management system and an assignment of the focus category to a second user of the recurring revenue management system;

causing a second graphical user interface displayed to the second user to comprise a focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category and to reflect prioritization of the focus category relative to one or more other focus categories assigned to the second user;

causing a display in the second graphical user interface of a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide the second user through a sequence of suggested actions for moving a renewal sales opportunity of the subset of renewal sales opportunities toward a successful closing during a target time period; and

causing a third graphical user interface displayed to a third user of the recurring revenue management system to which the focus category is not assigned to not include the focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category.

12. A computer-implemented method as in claim 11, wherein the focus category comprises a focus category definition comprising configurable criteria and parameters that determine the subset of renewal sales opportunities to which the focus category applies, and wherein the method further comprises:

tagging a renewal sales opportunity to the focus category such that the renewal sales opportunity remains visible within the focus category even if the renewal sales opportunity no longer fits one or more criteria defined in the focus category definition.
13. A computer-implemented method as in claim 12, wherein the configurable criteria and parameters comprise opportunity criteria defining one or more types of renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category, and success criteria defining how a completed renewal sales opportunity moves out of the focus category.

14. A computer-implemented method as in any of claims 11 to 13, wherein the prioritization of the focus category comprises a prioritized ranking of the focus category relative to a plurality of focus categories available to be displayed to the second user via the second graphical user interface.

15. A computer-implemented method as in any of claims 11 to 14, wherein the second graphical user interface comprises a focus category section within which the focus category and one or more other focus categories of the plurality of focus categories are displayed to the second user, the focus category section displaying, for each focus category, at least one of a number of renewal sales opportunities in the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities remaining to move out of the focus category, a value of renewal sales opportunities that have been moved out of the focus category, and a navigation user interface element to allow a drill-down into details on renewal sales opportunities contained in the focus category.

16. A computer-implemented method as in any of claims 11 to 15, wherein the focus category and the prioritization of the focus category, are visually displayed to the second user to focus activities of the second user related to renewal sales opportunities, to convey progress on the activities, and to direct navigation to complete the activities.

17. A computer-implemented method as in claim 16, wherein the activities comprise one or more of closing opportunities, contacting opportunities, and moving an opportunity sales stage.

18. A computer-implemented method as in any of claims 11 to 17, further comprising:

   receiving, from the first user via the first graphical user interface, a change to one or more of a focus category definition for the focus category, the assignment of the focus category; and

   dynamically causing the change to be reflected at the second graphical user interface.
19. A computer-implemented method as in any of claims 11 to 18, wherein the second graphical user interface further comprises a timing status section, the timing status section comprising a graphical depiction of activities relating to carryover and future renewal sales opportunities targeted to close in a current selling period, the carryover opportunities comprising opportunities originally scheduled for a previous selling period that are now targeted to close in the current period, the future opportunities comprising opportunities from one or more upcoming selling periods that are now targeted to close in the current selling period.

20. A system comprising:

computer hardware configured to perform operations comprising:

receiving, from a first user of a recurring revenue management system via a first graphical user interface, a prioritization of a focus category applying to a subset of renewal sales opportunities managed by the recurring revenue management system and an assignment of the focus category to a second user of the recurring revenue management system;

causing a second graphical user interface displayed to the second user to comprise a focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category and to reflect prioritization of the focus category relative to one or more other focus categories assigned to the second user;

causing a display in the second graphical user interface of a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide the second user through a sequence of suggested actions for moving a renewal sales opportunity of the subset of renewal sales opportunities toward a successful closing during a target time period; and

causing a third graphical user interface displayed to a third user of the recurring revenue management system to which the focus category is not assigned to not include the focus category user interface element corresponding to the focus category.

21. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium storing instructions that, when executed by one or more programmable processors, cause the one or more programmable processors to perform operations comprising:
comparing attributes of one or more data objects associated with a renewal sales opportunity to one or more defined characteristics for a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide a user through a sequence of suggested next steps for moving the renewal sales opportunity toward a successful closing during a target time period;

selecting the playbook for use with the renewal sales opportunity based on the comparing;

causing a graphical user interface displayed to a user to indicate a sequence of one or more suggested future actions to be performed by the user in association with the renewal sales opportunity, the sequence of one or more suggested future actions being defined by the playbook based on a current context of one or more data object instances associated with the renewal sales opportunity;

detecting a change in the current context of the one or more data object instances; and

causing, in response to the detecting of the change in the context, the graphical user interface displayed to the user to reflect at least one different suggested future action.

22. A computer program product as in claim 21, wherein the at least one different suggested future action is defined by the playbook.

23. A computer program product as in any of claims 21 to 22, wherein the at least one different suggested future action is defined by a second playbook, and wherein the operation comprise selecting the second playbook based on the change in the current context.

24. A computer program product as in any of claims 21 to 23, wherein the one or more data objects are part of an asset data model comprising a flexible mechanism for representing complex relationships among assets, organizations, people, and products; and wherein the one or more data object instances comprise product object instances representing products upon which recurring revenue assets are based, asset object instances representing the recurring revenue assets, opportunity object instances representing opportunities for renewal of the recurring revenue assets, and contact object instances representing contacts relating to one or more other data objects in the asset data model.

25. A computer program product as in any of claims 21 to 24, wherein the playbook comprises contextual logic that detects and understands impacts of completed actions in the renewal sales process on the current context of the one or more data object
instances, and wherein the at least one different suggested future action is determined based on the contextual logic.

26. A computer program product as in any of claims 21 to 25, wherein the current context comprises a state of the one or more data object instances along the sequence of one or more future actions defined in the playbook.

27. A computer program product as in any of claims 21 to 22, wherein selecting of the playbook comprises determining that the playbook has defined characteristics matching the attributes of the one or more data objects.

28. A computer-implemented method comprising:
   comparing attributes of one or more data objects associated with a renewal sales opportunity to one or more defined characteristics for a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide a user through a sequence of suggested next steps for moving the renewal sales opportunity toward a successful closing during a target time period;
   selecting the playbook for use with the renewal sales opportunity based on the comparing;
   causing a graphical user interface displayed to a user to indicate a sequence of one or more suggested future actions to be performed by the user in association with the renewal sales opportunity, the sequence of one or more suggested future actions being defined by the playbook based on a current context of one or more data object instances associated with the renewal sales opportunity;
   detecting a change in the current context of the one or more data object instances; and
   causing, in response to the detecting of the change in the context, the graphical user interface displayed to the user to reflect at least one different suggested future action.

29. A computer-implemented method as in claim 28, wherein the at least one different suggested future action is defined by the playbook.

30. A computer-implemented method in any of claims 28 to 29, wherein the at least one different suggested future action is defined by a second playbook, and wherein the operation comprise selecting the second playbook based on the change in the current context.
31. A computer-implemented method in any of claims 28 to 30, wherein the one or more data objects are part of an asset data model comprising a flexible mechanism for representing complex relationships among assets, organizations, people, and products; and wherein the one or more data object instances comprise product object instances representing products upon which recurring revenue assets are based, asset object instances representing the recurring revenue assets, opportunity object instances representing opportunities for renewal of the recurring revenue assets, and contact object instances representing contacts relating to one or more other data objects in the asset data model.

32. A computer-implemented method in any of claims 28 to 31, wherein the playbook comprises contextual logic that detects and understands impacts of completed actions in the renewal sales process on the current context of the one or more data object instances, and wherein the at least one different suggested future action is determined based on the contextual logic.

33. A computer-implemented method in any of claims 28 to 32, wherein the current context comprises a state of the one or more data object instances along the sequence of one or more future actions defined in the playbook.

34. A computer-implemented method in any of claims 28 to 33, wherein selecting of the playbook comprises determining that the playbook has defined characteristics matching the attributes of the one or more data objects.

35. A system comprising:

   computer hardware configured to perform operations comprising:

   comparing attributes of one or more data objects associated with a renewal sales opportunity to one or more defined characteristics for a playbook, the playbook comprising stages and sub-stages of a renewal sales process to guide a user through a sequence of suggested next steps for moving the renewal sales opportunity toward a successful closing during a target time period;

   selecting the playbook for use with the renewal sales opportunity based on the comparing;

   causing a graphical user interface displayed to a user to indicate a sequence of one or more suggested future actions to be performed by the user in association with the renewal sales opportunity, the sequence of one or more suggested future actions
being defined by the playbook based on a current context of one or more data object instances associated with the renewal sales opportunity;

detecting a change in the current context of the one or more data object instances; and

causing, in response to the detecting of the change in the context, the graphical user interface displayed to the user to reflect at least one different suggested future action.
## Activity Stream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Offers</th>
<th>Quotes &amp; Bookings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales Stage</td>
<td>QUOTE REQUESTED</td>
<td>Probability to Close: 85%</td>
<td>Covered assets: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### October 22, 2013
- Ryan Thompson closed a quote unsuccessfully
- Q-Opp-NASA – JPL-Q4 2013-1-V1

### October 15, 2013
- Jerry Lee requested a quote
- Opp-NASA – JPL-Q4 2013-1

### Contacts
- David Dave
  - Network Admin, NASA - JPL

### Strategic Account Re:
- High Value Renewal, Channel
- **1.** Contacted 11-13-2013
- **2.** Quote Delivered 11-23-2013
- **3.** PO Received 11-28-2013
- **4.** Closed Sale 12-03-2013
- **✓** Quote Requested 10-15-2013

**FIG. 4**
FIG. 7
RECEIVE PRIORITIZATION OF FOCUS CATEGORY APPLYING TO SUBSET OF RENEWAL SALES OPPORTUNITIES AND ASSIGNMENT OF FOCUS CATEGORY TO SECOND USER.

CAUSE SECOND GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE DISPLAYED TO SECOND USER TO INCLUDE FOCUS CATEGORY USER INTERFACE ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO FOCUS CATEGORY RELATIVE TO OTHER FOCUS CATEGORIES ASSIGNED TO SECOND USER.

CAUSE DISPLAY IN SECOND GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE OF PLAYBOOK INCLUDING STAGES AND SUB-STAGES OF RENEWAL SALES PROCESS TO GUIDE SECOND USER THROUGH SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS FOR MOVING OPPORTUNITY IN SUBSET TOWARD SUCCESSFUL CLOSING DURING A TARGET TIME PERIOD.

CAUSE THIRD GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE DISPLAYED TO THIRD USER TO WHICH FOCUS CATEGORY USER INTERFACE ELEMENT INCLUDE FOCUS CATEGORY USER INTERFACE ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO FOCUS CATEGORY.
COMPARE ATTRIBUTES OF DATA OBJECT(S) ASSOCIATED WITH OPPORTUNITY TO DEFINED CHARACTERISTICS FOR PLAYBOOK.

CAUSE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE DISPLAYED TO USER TO INDICATE SUGGESTED FUTURE ACTION(S) TO BE PERFORMED BY USER IN ASSOCIATION WITH OPPORTUNITY.

DETECT CHANGE IN CONTEXT OF DATA OBJECT(S) ASSOCIATED WITH OPPORTUNITY.

CAUSE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE DISPLAYED TO USER TO REFLECT DIFFERENT SUGGESTED FUTURE ACTION IN RESPONSE TO DETECTING CHANGE IN CONTEXT.
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